
Question Option1 Option2 Option3 Option4
Answer 
No

Who is called as 
Father of C 
Programming 
Language? Dennis Ritchie Bill Gates Steve Jobs Ken Thompson 1

C Programming was 
created 
at.............................. L&T Laboratories MIT University Harvard University

AT & T Bell 
Laboratories 4

Program is executed 
by which of the 
following software? Editor Compiler Assembler JRE 2

Which of the 
following is 
appropriate position 
for writing comment 
in C Programming?

before header file 
section

before calling the 
main function

before variable 
declaration section

anywhere in the 
code 4

for new Line 
following Backslash 
code is used \n \a \t \s 1

what will be output 
of following 
expression x=15-
2*(6+18)/3+6 6 7 5 4 3



if x=4,y=0; then what 
will be output of 
following expression 
1)y=x 2)y+=x 3)y-=x 
4)y*=x 4,4,8,16 8,4,4,16 4,4,16,8 4,8,4,16 1

which operator is 
used in the 
expression "!(a<b)" logical Not Logical Or Logical And none of These 1
……. Is format 
specified used for 
Integer/Decimal 
number %d %ld %f %c 1

select correct answer 
for expression 
print("hello"); hello error Hello HELLO 2
………. Function is 
useful to accept any 
type of input printf() scanf() get() getch() 2
in scanf() following 
special symbol is 
used %,# %,@ %,$ %,& 4

gets() function is 
used to ……… data() display free accept delete 3



If none of the case 
labels matches the 
value of the 
expression in switch 
statement and the 
default group is not 
present, then no 
action will be taken 
by the _____ 
statement. for while do-while switch 4
In straight-line the 
original value of the 
item is divided by its 
______. number method life function 3
……. Is the entry 
control loop while do-while for foreach 2

Parameter written in 
function definition 
called............... formal actual unformal constant 1
Sometimes a 
function calls itself is 
called............. recursive nonrecursive static dynamic 1
What will be the 
output of the 
following C code? 
#include #define a 2 
main() { int r; #define 
a 5 r=a*2; 
printf("%d",r); } 10 4 2 5 1



_________variable 
definition can appear 
in only one file. internal external automatic static 2

__________ allow 
greater flexibility in 
defining the scope of 
both functions and 
variables. function single program Multifile programs Structure 3

Structure is declared 
using the keyword 
_____________ struct str stru strc 1
A ___________is a 
special data type 
available in C that 
allows to store 
different data types 
in the same memory 
location structure union array pointer 2

Find the output: 
#include int main() { 
int *p; int var = 10; 
p= &var; 
printf("Value of 
variable var is: %d", 
*p); return 0; } Garbage value

Value of variable var 
is: 10

Value of variable var 
is: 0

value of variable var 
is: 0d7fff5ed98c4c 2



when one pointer 
variable stores the 
address of another 
pointer variable, it is 
known 
as____________ Double pointer pointer of pointer variable pointer second pointer 1


